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Overview
Teachers of Edexcel centres will be familiar with many of the topics and key issues of unit 4 and 5
of Curriculum 2000, the most relevant and topical of which have been synthesised into this
new Unit 3 Applications of Psychology. Familiarity yet fresh material has ensured a more
up-to-date second year of the new Specification that presents challenges and encourages
exploration of each application in depth. In addition to this familiar content, new content, such
as autism and theories of criminality, has been introduced and research studies are now specified
develop depth of understanding. Despite much of the retained content, there is a noticeable
shift to test application of knowledge under exam conditions as a measure of understanding
rather than recall. This can be seen in many of the scenario-based questions and methodological
questions relating to the application directly.
Teachers will also notice a more unified Specification showing continuity from AS to A2 level,
mirroring ‘defining the approach’, ‘methodology’, ‘content’, ‘key issue’ and ‘practical
investigation’. Only two of the four applications on offer need to be covered in unit 3, each
presenting a holistic account of the application ranging from an understanding of underlying
principles, the research tools used, key research, to the topics and issues central to each
application. For each of the two chosen applications, one practical must be selected, either a
summary of two articles or content analysis. Some excellent teaching from Edexcel centres have
encouraged students to further explore key issues independently to ensure understanding that
has been obvious in exam conditions.
The most popular application is criminological psychology, with the majority of centres choosing
child psychology as a second application. Health psychology is still a popular choice with
a minority of centres selecting sport psychology as a second topic. These figures reflect the
continued popularity of criminology and child related professions such as teaching and social
care. Whichever of the two application has been taught, candidates can be reassured that they
will have sufficient knowledge, in addition to AS material, to cope with the synoptic demands of
Unit 4. Themes such as the nature-nurture debate, psychology as a science, methodology, ethics
and key issues have been addressed in both AS and each of the applications of Unit 3. To indicate
their choice of application, candidates should be reminded to check the appropriate box at the
beginning of both sections answered to ensure swift marking.
As was the case for the Curriculum 2000 Unit 4 and 5 examination papers, this exam also asked a
series of short answer questions and an essay over three sections - sections A, B and C, now 1, 2
and 3 – for each individual application. Most short answer questions are point-marked, excluding
practical investigations, and essays, which are marked according to levels. Candidates should
be reminded of this as they are frequently providing lengthy answers to short answer questions
leading to mini-essays extending beyond the answer space provided that may result in less time
being spent on the actual essay question. Candidates should be mindful of the allocation of marks
and answer space provided to keep within time constraints for each application. Candidates
can use the additional ‘white space’ provided below the answer lines if their handwriting is
particularly large, but additional answer sheets should not be necessary unless an error has
been made and additional paper is necessary for an alternative answer.
Essay questions that require extended writing over three pages of answer space are now marked
using levels. Unlike point-marking, this allows further creditable development to be taken into
account and quality of written communication is assessed. This is an important development
and although it is tempting to maintain the classroom delivery of point-marking for homework
or tests to ensure content is covered, this can be unsatisfactory if candidates are encouraged
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to use an under developed scattergun approach or bullet point method under exam condition.
Candidates should read the essay question very carefully to ensure that the higher levels are
accessible; if a question criterion is not satisfied a candidate may be restricted to lower levels.
This January 2010 examination asked straightforward essay questions, however centres should be
mindful that essays might not be as straightforward in future examinations. In addition to specific
criterion, top level essay answers should show breadth and depth of psychological knowledge and
understanding. The Topic A essay required the description and evaluation of a token economy
programme (TEP) in Markdale prison. In this instance a description would show breadth by
clearly describing how a token economy programme could be implemented in the prison and
evaluate such a programme on a range of issues such as cost, effectiveness, appropriateness and
generalisability. For the top level it would be expected that psychological research be explained.
For depth it would be expected that an answer describe the learning principles on which TEPs are
based, how the governor would implement such a programme in reality, and fully explain each
evaluation comment.
Comments on individual questions
Criminological Psychology
All of sections 1 and 2 were point marked, the essay was marked according to levels.

Question A1
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For part a) there was a helpful lead in for this question, the answer was open for a description
of social learning theory and/or the influence of the media on aggressive behaviour via
observational learning, covering two specific areas of the Specification. On the whole candidates
seemed comfortable with describing social learning theory, possibly due to familiarity from AS.
However, many answers were repetitive and under developed for the second year of study.
Many candidates made only a notional link to aggression or Billy.
Part b) achieved many successful answers with well explained research that either supported
or refuted social learning theory, notably Bandura, Ross and Ross, Charlton, Williams, Eron
and Huesmann, Leyens. Evaluation of cited research is perfectly acceptable if it questions the
credibility of the study in providing appropriate evidence for the theory, comments regarding
ethics, for example, are not suitable. Candidates also made use of critique such as aggression in
the absence of a role model, violence causing fear rather than imitation, catharsis and causation
issues. Some candidates merely described the theory in more depth than part a), which was not
transferable. When citing an alternative theory as evaluation it must be explained there is no
credit for naming them without explaining them.
Many candidates failed to address the comparative nature part c). It was common for candidates
to describe one theory, typically self-fulfilling prophecy, and then describe social learning theory.
Development beyond this level was disappointingly infrequent. Stronger candidates compared
in terms of the nature-nurture debate, methodology and ethical issues relating to the research
for each theory. Full marks was rare on this question and candidates should be encouraged to
develop their comparative skills for future examinations. When developing a comparison answer
candidates should use terms to connect each point, such as ‘however’, ‘similar to’, ‘different
from’, ‘unlike’. This will help maintain focus on comparison and prevent a lengthy answer simply
describing each theory. Remember that comparison can involve similarities as well as differences.

Examiner Comments
This example answer for part a) does not address the question immediately, but then offers an appropriate
description of vicarious reinforcement and then identiﬁcation. A lengthy answer that spends time on two
main descriptive comments but does not have the depth to access all marks.

Examiner Tip
Try and ensure that an answer relates to the question by making reference to the scenario given in the
question. More explicit links will gain greater credit. In this instance the answer should explain Social
learning Theory in relation to aggressive behaviour, so generic descriptions, such as ‘social learning involves
modelling through watching’ should be avoided and replaced with ‘Billy may have watched a violent ﬁlm
and imitated this by displaying similar aggressive behaviour’. Only three marks were offered for this
question, but there could be more in the future. It may be worthwhile giving real case examples or
psychological research to help elaborate on your answer.
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Question A2

The biggest hurdle for candidates in part a), it seems, was to describe a field experiment as it is
used to investigate eyewitness testimony. Many candidates gave a simple description of a field
experiment without such reference to eyewitness testimony. Inventive candidates offered an
example by describing the procedure of a field experiment eg Yarmey, although many mistakenly
described psychological research exclusively instead of focusing on the research method.
The injunction ‘outline’ was clearly misunderstood by some as evaluative when it is clearly
an AO1 assessment objective injunction. Stronger answers described the procedure of a typical
EWT field experiment using examples of IV’s, DV and types of location or set up.
Part b) was generally well answered, but similar to question A2a, candidates tended to offer
generic evaluation comments relating to field experiments without reference to eyewitness
testimony. This was disappointing, as so many evaluation comments could have been enriched
by such application.
There were a significant number of well-described procedures in part c) demonstrating a sound
understanding of a psychological research study. Typical answers described Yarmey or Yuille
and Cutshall, however a minority described a Loftus laboratory experiment that did not receive
credit. Care should be taken when selecting a field experiment to teach as some are clearly
artificial situations (Krackow and Lynn is a laboratory based experiment). Maas and Kohnken was
often described as occurring on the street, when it was actually conducted as part of a physical
test in an examination room.

Examiner Comments
In the example answer for part b) a generic evaluation has been made, and therefore full marks cannot be
achieved. This answer also exempliﬁes an issue with candidate answers when evaluating research methods,
using categorical statements such as ‘no’, never’ and ‘always’ is far too clear cut for some methodological
issues. Regarding ﬁeld experiments it would be more appropriate to explain how it is difﬁcult to control
extraneous variables, but clearly many are controlled for.

Examiner Tip
Avoid categorical answers when dealing with research methods. Research methods are a grey area, and
acknowledging this can be sophisticated. If a categorical statement is made, you should be sure to qualify
this in your answer by being speciﬁc about what situation you are referring to. If you are unsure, use the
terms ‘may’ or ‘could’ rather than being deﬁnite.
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Question A3
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Many candidates approached this question with a good understanding of TEPs, and stronger
answers were able to demonstrate not only how to implement such a programme in a prison
situation, but also the learning principles on which such a programme is based. However, the
majority of candidates failed to articulate in their answer such learning principles as positive,
secondary and primary reinforcement, and simply described prisoners receiving tokens and
exchanging them for cigarettes. Evaluation contained a mixture of research studies and
effectiveness, ethical and generalisability issues. This was a fairly straightforward question, more
demanding essay questions can and will be asked in future examinations.

Examiner Comments
This example answer gives a good description, but could focus more on implementation by the governor
to give the depth required for the higher level. Evaluation is good, including a range of issues, but the
psychological research included needs to be explained in further depth for a higher level.

Examiner Tip
A good essay should be able to answer the question with breadth and depth. For this question balance
between description and evaluation should be considered. Effective description would include the principles
of operant conditioning applied to TEPs and the issues of effectiveness that the governor would have to
consider when implementing the programme. Evaluation should include psychological research that is
explained and not just cited.

Child Psychology
All of sections 1 and 2 were point marked, the essay was marked according to levels.

Question B1
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The majority of answers gained full credit for part a) by demonstrating knowledge of the living
conditions and relationships that Genie experienced before she was found. This included her
social isolation, abuse and lack of stimulation. A minority of candidates described her condition
on being found and when she was rehabilitated, which did not gain credit.
It was hoped that part b) would open up a range of answers regarding methodological strengths,
applications and ethical strengths. However, many candidates failed to achieve full credit, as
answers were limited to one simplistic concept. The most common answers referred to the in
depth nature of case studies or ability of the case to track progress. Many simply concluded
the study without providing an adequate application for this study. A disappointing number of
candidates described how useful therapy and rehabilitation was for Genie, which would have
been conducted to some extent regardless of the psychological study. A few described the
anonymity of Genie being maintained through the use of a pseudonym or describe how unique
this case is in terms of being morally unconscionable to test experimentally.
Most candidates tackled part c) of this question with sound understanding of the findings of
Genie’s case. Many related the issue of reversibility to Genie’s improvement as well as lack of
improvement to discuss the issue. Stronger answers addressed the issue of Genie’s retardation,
her age and the critical period, quality of care and contrasted the findings with other research
(Czech twins).

Examiner Comments
This example answer is a good response and addresses the question well by using the ﬁndings of Genie
and offers other research to assess the issue of reversibility.
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Examiner Tip
‘Assess’ is a tricky injunction that involves weighing up evidence and argument. For this question it was
necessary to use Genie’s case to weigh up whether privation was reversible or not. It is ﬁne to introduce
new research and concepts to this answer, but always make sure that each comment is explained and
explicitly linked back to the question. Some answers failed to do this and simply described the ﬁndings
of Genie’s case without referring to the issue of reversibility at all.

Question B2

Familiarity with the idea of being staged or artificial was common, however many candidates
failed to show any real depth of understanding of a structured observation in part a).
Often providing a more generic description of observational research (covert/overt, participant/
non-participant, etc). Even fewer candidates described the research method in the context of
child research, although a few rescued the situation by describing the procedure of the strange
situation. Part b) did not ask for the research method to be evaluated in the context of child
psychology, so generic evaluation was creditable, but many struggled with a strength compared
to a weakness. Generic evaluation may not be the case for future examinations. Part c) was
largely a well answered question with many explanation for cross cultural research, such as
testing universality, comparing characteristics, nature-nurture debate, parenting styles.
Many giving good examples of cross cultural research to elaborate their answer. Many candidates
wrote more than required for this question.

Examiner Comments
This answer to part a) shows a basic understanding of a structured observation, but to achieve higher
marks the response should always be related to child psychology if it is a requirement of the question.
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Examiner Tip
This answer could have described a child being placed in an artiﬁcial setting to be observed, and the
child being given a series of staged events that an observer could record, to make it relevant to the
question asked.

Question B3

Candidates demonstrated a good understanding of many aspects of Bowlby’s theory of
attachment, notably the maternal deprivation hypothesis was described well and supported by
the 44 juvenile thieves study. Strong answers included many aspects of the theory, including
evolutionary basis for attachment, internal working model, social releasers, the critical period
and monotropy. A notable minority failed to explain these aspects, which tended to read more
as a list than an essay. Evaluation was broad and plenty of psychological research was cited.
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Again under developed evaluation or simply citing research without results prevented the
development of an essay. An encouraging number of candidates accurately placed the theory in
historical and political context to aid effective evaluation. Candidates should be aware that this
was a straightforward essay question, and that more complex and demanding questions may be
asked in future examinations.

Examiner Comments
This answer achieved the top band with a range of aspects described and plenty of evaluation. However,
reading the essay is difﬁcult as it rarely elaborates or explains each comment and reads more as a list
of thing to cover. Regardless of breadth of content, this style will affect the judgement of quality of
written communication.

Examiner Tip
Essays are judged on both content and on the quality of written communication, so try and make your
comments worthwhile and fully developed.

Health psychology
All of section 1 was point marked, part 2 and the essay was marked according to levels.

Question C1
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Generally part a) was a well answered question with the majority of candidates achieving two
out of the three available marks. The third mark tended to be gained by describing withdrawal
symptoms of physical dependency. Psychological dependency was often the weaker description
as candidates simply referred to pleasure without explaining the need/belief to maintain it.
Lengthy answers often over described drug action before relating the biochemical changes that
lead to physical dependency.
The hurdle for many candidates in part b) was achieving the third available mark. The most
common answers described how Jane would explain drug misuse in terms of operant
conditioning; positive reinforcement and negative reinforcement, but struggled to offer any
more. More successful answers used social learning theory in terms of imitation, identification
and vicarious reinforcement. However, there was a tendency for these answers to become
a description of peer pressure and conformity rather than social learning. Once again, a key
problem was a lack of any reference to the scenario given in the question, or descriptions
of the learning theory without reference to substance misuse.
Most candidates attempted part c) and many were able to provide useful evaluation. Strong
answers included research from Bandura, Ross and Ross, Sher, Leventhal, Hughes, which was
explained in regards to a particular learning theory. However, weaker answers tended to
describe the theory again or use obvious face validity comments.

Examiner Comments
This example answer for part b) is a mixture of two learning theories, operant conditioning and
social learning theory. As the question asked for just one learning theory, a marking examiner will
review everything written and credit the best explanation – the explanation worth most marks when
point-marking. However, this can waste a signiﬁcant amount of time for candidates who should
instead ensure the question is read carefully to prevent this common mistake.

Question C2
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Other than the specification assessment material, this is the first experience of the practical
investigation, and as expected, a range of quality was noted. In part a) candidates offered a full
range of responses across the marking levels. Brief descriptions of a summary or content analysis
tended to be restricted to a notional understanding of what was done. Better descriptions
explained the sources used, and strong answer offered additional information about how the
data was gathered and the data gathering decisions made.
Part b) involved how data/information was analysed, and the modal level was 2 for a basic
understanding of how data was gathered, data recorded and comparisons made. The summary
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of sources did not suffer in this question compared to the content analysis. It was pleasing to
observe detailed conclusions and/or relationship to theories, concepts and studies in part c).
A small number of candidates offered a practical from a different application, but many
responses demonstrated good understanding at least at the conclusion stage of the practical.
Teachers should be reminded that one content analysis and one summary of two sources
should be conducted across the two applications chosen, this can and will be assessed in
future examinations.

Examiner Comments
This answer demonstrates an imaginative and methodologically sound way of conducting a practical
investigation for health psychology. The answer clearly details how the study was planned, conducted,
design decisions were justiﬁed, data was analysed and conclusion drawn.

Examiner Tip
For both practical investigations, the summary and content analysis, be prepared to be asked about
planning, conducting, analysing and drawing conclusions. The greater the student input in these
processes, the better the understanding shown.

Question C3
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Candidates were prepared to respond to the demands of this study question, although
candidates should be mindful that more demanding study questions can be anticipated in future
examinations. The description of Blättler’s study was very good, with most candidates describing
the aim, method and findings of the study. Higher band candidates gave a full account of the sample,
therapy and tests used on the drug addicts and offer detailed findings and conclusions (related to
drug reduction, honesty of drug use and links with the sex industry). The discriminating factors
for this essay were the depth of description and, more so, the evaluation comments made. Many
candidates offered evaluation comments more pertinent to a laboratory experiment and only the
stronger candidates were offering evaluation specific to the actual study. Successful evaluation
included approval by the ethics committee, validation of urine tests, ecological validity,
generalisability and motivations of participants. Well explained evaluation achieved top level
marks, however, many candidates lost momentum to evaluate after a detailed description.
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Examiner Comments
The evaluation of this essay indicates the degree of explanation required to achieve top levels in an essay.
Other than the last remark, the issues of ecological validity, generalisability and validity are explained with
enough depth to access the top marking levels within the time constraints of examination conditions.

Examiner Tip
Essays are judged on both content and on the quality of written communication, so try and make your
comments worthwhile and fully developed.

Sport psychology
All of sections 1 and 2 were point marked, the essay was marked according to levels.

Question D1
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Sport psychology students were more applied in their responses to this application in general for
obvious reasons. Part a) i) demonstrated this applied nature as virtually all the responses referred
to the scenario given in the question. The most common psychological techniques to improve
sporting performance were imagery and goal setting, with a minority using attribution retraining
and some unsuccessful attempts to use the inverted U hypothesis. The depth of answer extended
to a description of performance and outcome imagery, and detailed descriptions of SMART
targets as they relate to sport. Overall a well answered question. Part a) ii) was less successful,
often describing the technique again, although a minority did acknowledge the psychological
convention of using research as evidence, notably Mellalieu, Wienberg, Feltz and Landers. Real
life examples rarely gained credit as unsubstantiated evidence.
Part b) tested the ability to compare two techniques and candidates found this particularly
demanding. Often responses stated the obvious, such as ‘both improve performance’ or ‘both
can be used by sports people’, none of which gained credit. Creditable marks followed the
markscheme, although candidates should be aware of similarities, particularly between goal
setting and imagery, as well as differences. When developing a comparison answer candidates
should use terms to connect each point, such as ‘however’, ‘similar to’, ‘different from’,
‘unlike’. This will help maintain focus on comparison and prevent a lengthy answer simply
describing each theory.
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Examiner Comments
The ﬁrst example answer shows a good understanding of goal setting, in terms of the type of goal and
a breakdown of what is a SMART target. Each comment relates directly to sport psychology and the use
of sporting examples illustrate this application well. The second example answer evaluating imagery
demonstrates how research can be used to good effect when providing evidence for a technique.
This is a typical convention for psychology that should be encouraged across all applications.

Question D2

Once again candidates were able to relate the research method of a questionnaire in part a)
to sport psychology appropriately. Many candidates gained two of the three marks for describing
open and closed questions and the gathering of qualitative and quantitative information.
Very few gained the third mark, but those who did described the self report nature of
questionnaires or used a well explained example to elaborate.
From the range of answers given for part b), it was clear that candidates could offer many
strengths and weaknesses of using questionnaires; including reliability, generalisability and
validity issues. Stronger evaluation included in depth evaluation of the ethics of postal
questionnaires, social desirability, consistency of questionnaires used on the same participants,
and strong candidates offered examples of specific questionnaires that have been used to
measure a particular characteristic successfully.
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Examiner Tip
Examiner comments:
This example answer demonstrates a sound ability to describe the speciﬁc questioning techniques used
by questionnaires. The response refers to two particular types of questionnaires, but fails to elaborate on
these for a further mark. The example answer then develops into evaluation, which is not credited for
this question or transferable to the next answer space.

Examiner Comments
When using a speciﬁc example of a questionnaire, for example the BSRI, it is advisable to elaborate further
on purpose of questionnaire to ensure it is credited as an elaboration – there is no credit for naming
without explaining. The question injunctions are very important; familiarity with examination terms will
ensure focus on the description, evaluation or application requirements of the question.

Question D3
This was a relatively straightforward theory question for the first examination, although it should
be noted that more demanding and prescriptive questions might be asked in the future. Weak
candidates seemed to misunderstand the inverted U as an inevitable consequence of exercise
rather than a consequence of over arousal. Stronger answers did not make this elementary
error and many described how the inverted U related to particular sports, personality types
and expertise level with excellent detail. Many candidates evaluated the theory by comparing
it to catastrophe theory, and strong answers used psychological research as evidence for the
theory, such as Thelwen and Maynard, Klavora, and Lowe. If candidates find it difficult to recall
researcher names in the exam, they should attempt to provide enough study detail to make
certain it is identifiable. Description of the theory was much stronger than evaluation.
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Grade Boundaries
6PS03
Grade

Max. Mark

A

B

C

D

E

Uniform boundary mark

80

64

56

48

40

32

Raw boundary mark

60

41

36

31

27

23
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